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Dear Friend, 

With GratitudeWith Gratitude

You are receiving this newsletter because you are a part of the 

Friendship Haven family. During this season of thanks, and all year

long really, we extend to you a heartfelt thank you. We hope you

 embrace our thanks in the spirit it's given, complete gratitude.

 renewed sense of passion and enthusiasm we look to 2023. Despite challenges we're facing in the new year,

we vow to go above and beyond. We remain committed to offer more to the residents we serve. Some of

those programs wouldn't be possible without the generous support of donors like you. With your help, 

For almost three years now we have been sidetracked by the remnants of the pandemic. It is with a

Denise and I often visit about the "spirit" of Friendship Haven,

 the hope and desire The Rev. Dr. Clarence Tompkins had for 

"God's older children." It is that spirit that built Friendship

Haven. This is the strong, solid foundation on which we 
 are built. We continue to feel that same sense of responsibility to

carry on that spirit of providing a safe place where people can live with 

faith, passion, and purpose.

we're able to hire companions to spend extra time with our residents. They can be with residents one on one

and learn more about their lives and personal interests.

Also, we are proud to say we have never asked anyone to leave Friendship Haven
because they could no longer afford the full cost of their care.

 If residents, through no fault of their own, cannot cover their monthly fees 

 for housing or healthcare, they are able to access charitable care through our

 Samaritan Fund and Care Trust Fund.

Please consider this letter our humble way of asking you to 

contribute to support Friendship Haven with a year-end monetary            

            gift. Whether you feel pulled to give to help us make sure our



You are what keeps us strong and able to do the great work we do. Thank

you today and always for choosing Friendship Haven. We will continue to be

good stewards of your gifts and work hard every day to make you and those

we serve proud.       

With Gratitude,

foundation remains strong or to support a specific fund, all gifts are welcome and appreciated.



To all of our community members, local businesses, team members, board members, family,
friends, and residents who donated and celebrated Hilltop Fest with us. This year was extra
important since we had not held an event since 2019. Hilltop Fest 2022 has been our most
successful fundraising event EVER. We could not be more grateful for our community and

everyone in it. However, our residents are the most grateful. By donating during Hilltop Fest and
throughout the year, you are helping our mission of helping aging adults living full lives

with faith, passion, and purpose. Proceeds from Hilltop Fest directly benefit our residents by
helping them with funds so that they never have to leave their home here at Friendship Haven.

 

T h a n k  Y o uT h a n k  Y o u

Save the Date!

Friday, August 11, 2023
at 6pm

Join us for the return of the Punching Pandas!

Ray Wininger, current Friendship Haven resident,
enjoyed dancing to music from the Punching

Pandas with Lillian Kright.

Sophia Heesch, Journeys Neighborhood
Coordinator, spoke about how fulfilling her
experience at Friendship Haven has been.

The line dancing group from our community
wellness line dancing class sure set the mood

for the night with movin' and groovin'!



Stars are important sources of light and life. They’re ever-present and beautiful. Early travelers used celestial navigation to
set their course by looking to the brilliant evening sky. Our world as we know it wouldn’t be possible without the heat and
light of the sun, our brightest star. 

Written in the Stars

At Friendship Haven, we have our own array of stars, casting their positive light on the lives of those who reside and
work here now and in the future.

Our Star Society was established in 2007 to thank and celebrate those who make a philanthropic investment in our
future by remembering Friendship Haven with estate or planned gifts during their lifetime. 

We are privileged and honored to recognize the following Star Society members whose legacy gifts will positively impact
the lives of Friendship Haven residents and staff for generations to come:

 

Since ancient times stars have been symbolic of divine
guidance, freedom, hope, and destiny. Some people
may even wish upon a falling star for good luck.

Whether stars are seen from a scientific, spiritual, or
whimsical perspective, ultimately they represent
positive forces in life. 

Rand & Mary Louise Petersen
Ray & Nancy Scharf
John & Lin Simpson
Mel & Jenean Smith
Doug & Marita Spencer
Tjeran & Julie Thorson
Henrietta VanMaanen
Margy Wood
E. John Zuerrer

Richard Anderson
Warren & Julianne Clausen
Ben & Jennifer Crimmins
LaVerne & Patricia Dass
Tracy & Marilyn Haatvedt
Paul & Denise Halverson
Betty Heideman
Donna Larson
Richard & Crystal Michael
Linda Opheim

We are also grateful to those we honor in memory whose legacy gifts have already made a significant impact:

Bob & Dorothy Brown
Vivian Brown
Fran Bunting
Forrest & Marjorie Dannenbring
Dale & Donna Decker
Paul Green
Estel “Ed” & Gayle Hughes
Ralph Kitterman
Gladys Long

Richard & Audrey Metier
Lucy Moore
Paul Olson
George & Ireene Osterson
Dorothy Russell
John Schmalenberger
Bill and Fran Trembly
Bonnie Van Gundy
Eloise Welch

Is your legacy written in the stars? If you are not yet a Star Society member but have the desire to show a philanthropic
commitment to Friendship Haven's traditions of yesterday and the vision for tomorrow, please contact 

Denise Halverson at 515.573.6705 or denise.halverson@friendshiphaven.org

You may be surprised to learn how easy it is to establish a legacy gift that would positively impact lives of Friendship
Haven residents and team members for generations to come. 



“My mom, Linda Gerard, also worked at Friendship Haven when
our kids were little. When they reached elementary age, I’d pick
them up from school and bring them back to campus with me.
They’d go up to the neighborhoods with my mom and hang out
with our residents,” she said.

Nikki’s father, Jim Maguire, lived at Friendship Haven for almost
5 years. “He loved it here. It took him a long time to move and
then when he got here, he had the reaction we see so often, ‘Why
didn’t I do this years ago?’ He felt so safe, and he built strong
bonds with the nurses and the aides – extremely strong bonds.
When he was passing, they came in on their day off to tell him
good-bye. 

That really said a lot! Dad was always so grateful for the care he
received and the friendships he developed. Living at Friendship
Haven was so good for him. As his daughter that was nice to see.
When you see that kind of care provided, it’s amazing. Our
caregivers are truly extraordinary!” exclaimed Nikki.

Why didn't I do
this years ago?

you will hear the same resounding answer: family! They share
many family ties to Friendship Haven, and it is their dedication
to family that led them both to career choices that brought them
here. 

“When I started in the pharmacy here, Clare was six months old.
I cannot imagine working anywhere else while going through
those years with my kids and how active they were. I’m grateful
that while working at Friendship Haven, I was always able to go
to their ball games, concerts, and other school activities,” Nikki
said

Nikki joined the Friendship Haven team in 2004 and currently
serves as Director of Pharmacy. Cari came to campus in 2021 and
recently assumed new responsibilities as Director of Independent
and Assisted Living.

Work-life balance became a high priority as their families grew,
and former jobs didn’t allow Nikki and Cari the flexibility they
needed. Friendship Haven offered the right blend of professional
fulfillment and a focus on family. Nikki and her husband, Nate,
have three children: Liam (22), Maggie (20), and Clare (18).

Cari remembers visiting her maternal grandma, Marge
Eastwood, when she worked as a beautician in the Tompkins
Memorial Health Center for many years.

I saw a job posting that interested me,” Cari said, “and
although quite different from what I had been doing, some of
the leadership aspects were the same. Nikki had always loved
working at Friendship Haven, so when I saw the posting, I
asked her if she thought it would be a good fit. She encouraged
me to apply. I was looking to find a good work-life balance to
be with my family. Knowing that I could find that at
Friendship Haven was one of the deciding factors in coming to
work here.”

Always Stay Humble and KindAlways Stay Humble and Kind

Nikki Conrad loves that she is able to
work near her mother in-law, Nedra

Conrad, a townhome resident. 

 “I was just a little girl, and I would love to visit her in the
beauty shop. I even made friends with a couple of residents
over there,” she said. Fast forward a few decades, and Cari was
considering a position of her own at Friendship Haven.

If you ask fellow team members and sisters-in-law
Nikki Conrad and Cari Conrad to define their passion,



“It was engrained in me growing up to give thanks and give
back, so that’s always something I’ve done. Working at
Friendship Haven, I see how much of an impact our giving has.
It means a lot to know you’re helping. I’m able to do it, so I see
it as my responsibility,” Nikki said.

Cari couldn’t agree more. “Neven and I talk often with our kids
about how you want to leave the world, wherever you go, in a
better place than you found it. You want to be the person to
make things better. We ask ourselves, ‘How can we make it
better? What can we do to help?’” she said.

“The song by Tim McGraw, Humble and Kind, means a lot to
us. We sing it to our kids every night, and half of them can
already sing the meaningful lyrics back to us. When we talk to
them about being good human beings, we tell them to keep the
words to that song in mind. Be a humble person. Be kind. Help
other people when you have something that maybe they don’t
have. Give them a step up, and always be grateful for what you
have,” she said.

Friendship Haven’s continuum of care has benefited their
extended families. Neven and Nate’s grandma, Ann Conrad,
lived in the Gardens when she first came to Friendship Haven
and later lived in the health center. 

“Being able to accommodate needs and provide various levels of
care has been especially important to us. As needs changed for
both Nick and my grandpa, they were able to move to the
Simpson Health Center. There they received the extended care
they needed and were still just steps away from their wives of
several decades,” Cari said.

In-laws Nick and Nedra Conrad moved to a townhome on
Friendship Circle in 2015, and Jimmy and Marianne Lawler
moved to a Hilltop Road townhome in 2018.

In addition to their dedication of time and talent to their roles
at Friendship Haven, Nikki and Cari have also chosen to give
back through monetary gifts.

While neither Nikki nor Cari have a favorite quote by which
they live, Cari shared this story that exemplifies the way the
entire Conrad family approaches giving, whether that be at
work or in life: always stay humble and kind.

Cari Conrad loves that her
grandma, Marianne Lawler, can

stop by her office any time to visit. 

Getting together for the holidays is easier to plan when
much of the family lives and works all on the same

campus! The Conrad family celebrated Christmas on
campus in 2018.

Cari and her husband, Neven, have five children: Reid (7), Duke
(6), Kase (3), Lawler aka “L” (1-1/2) and Collins (3 months). Both
Nikki and Cari agree that their jobs give them the flexibility to
be present in their children’s lives. 

"When making the move to come here, a very pleasant outcome
of that is how much time I have with my grandma. I didn’t realize
that I’d be able to see her every morning. I see her walking to
church or back from social hour or enjoying coffee with her
friends. Just having that interaction, being able to see her and
give her a hug every day, these are experiences I treasure and will
never ever forget,” Cari said. 

Another reason Cari enjoys her role at Friendship Haven is
because she works close to family. In addition to seeing Nikki
every day, Cari also sees her paternal grandmother, Marianne
Lawler.

Don’t take for granted the love this life
gives you.

When you get where you’re goin’ 
don’t forget – turn back around.

Help the next one in line, 
and always stay humble and kind.

always be grateful
for what you have.



When I’d visit Fort Dodge, Mom and I would go to the
Rose Legler Room where she’d stand in front of that wall,
gaze at the photo and ‘spend a little time with her
handsome Harold.’ Mom was legally blind, and when she
could no longer see the image, she’d simply blow Dad a
kiss!” Helen reminisced.

Love One AnotherLove One Another
In celebrating over 70 years of 

Lon’s memories go back almost as far as Friendship Haven’s
earliest days.  “Dr. Tompkins’ son, Tony, and I were in the
same high school class together. We graduated in 1955. I
remember being in their home on a few occasions. From the
first time I met Dr. Tompkins, I could tell he was really
something. He was full of energy and driven to do
important things. He got that done at Friendship Haven,
that’s for sure,” Lon said. Harold Burleson served in other
pharmacies before working at Friendship Haven. "Dad
worked at Olson Drug, Lutheran Hospital and he
eventually formed his own medical arts pharmacy. He
developed a fine reputation as a geriatric pharmacist, and
Dr. Tompkins recruited him when Friendship Haven
wanted to set up a pharmacy on campus."

“In 1971, Dad suffered a deadly heart attack. He was only 62
years old, and it came as quite a shock. On the day he
passed away, Dr. Tompkins showed up at Mom’s door to
offer condolences and pastoral care. She appreciated his
visit very much,” Lon said.

“After Kenyon Place was built, Mom discovered a photo of
Dad taken in that first pharmacy. It was displayed on a
tribute wall in the Rose Legler Room dedicated to early
memories of Friendship Haven. 

Evelyn eventually moved to Friendship Haven in 2002 at the
age of 90. Helen tells a beautiful story of how Evelyn’s love
for Harold lived on.

Harold Burleson working in the
Friendship Haven Pharmacy.

During the 16+ years Evelyn lived on campus, Helen and
her husband, Chuck, made the trek to Fort Dodge from
their home in Illinois many times. They witnessed
Evelyn’s experiences as she transitioned through
Friendship Haven’s continuum of care.

“Mom first lived in the Heritage Apartments. She
immediately felt at home, making new friends and
connecting with old friends who were already residents.
Her impaired vision didn't stop her from participating in
activities, including gardening outside her windows and
serving on the resident advisory council. She was never
afraid to express her opinion,” Helen laughed.

“When the time came for Heritage Apartments to be
demolished to make room for new construction, her next
location became Gardens 300. The staff in the Gardens
adored her, and she adored them. While living in the
Gardens, she was able to remain in contact with her many
friends throughout the entire Friendship Haven complex.
She enjoyed walking with her walker, miles most days,
both inside and outside in all seasons. Mom volunteered
to help in any way possible and folding cloth dining
napkins each day kept her hands busy. 

Siblings Lon Burleson and Helen Pollard, children of the
late Harold and Evelyn Burleson, have fond memories of
Friendship Haven spanning decades. Harold Burleson
worked in Friendship Haven’s first onsite pharmacy, and
Evelyn was a volunteer and resident for many years. 

 

serving God’s older children, Friendship Haven has
impacted generations of families like the Burlesons.

Mom volunteered to
help in any way

possible.

Friendship Haven houses it's
own pharmacy available to
both residents and staff.

fun fact:



“Mom's next move was to Stone Heights in
the Simpson Health Center. She was needing
more help, and she received the same
excellent care there. On our visits to see her,
the staff would always say to us, ‘Evelyn
always says ‘thank you’ each and every time
they come into her room,’” Helen said.

Evelyn’s politeness came as no surprise to her
family, as she always said her secret to living
a long life was by following Jesus’
commandment to “love one another.”

Lon and his wife, Patricia, live in South Carolina, so their
visits to Friendship Haven were less frequent and they relied
on staff to anticipate Evelyn’s needs. Lon expressed that
Friendship Haven was very attuned to Evelyn’s needs
throughout her entire residency.

“It was clear when she first moved to Friendship Haven that
great thought was given to her future care needs before she
even reached that point of needing to move to a different
neighborhood. Rollie Peterson and others on the staff had a
pulse on what she needed and stayed ahead of the curve.
The great care she received started before her first day there
and continued every day leading up to being 106+ years old.
That’s pretty remarkable, and for that we are grateful,” Lon
said. 

“One of the most exciting things to happen every mid-
summer was to sit on the Stone Heights balcony and shuck
sweet corn donated by local farmers, and to show other
residents how to shuck corn. Mom loved the outdoors, and
after she could no longer walk alone outside, the staff stepped
up and took her out either by wheelchair or on golf cart rides,
giving her the chance to enjoy the outdoors and be in what
she called ‘real air.’ 

“As a family we were truly blessed to have Mom living at
Friendship Haven for 16+ years,” Helen said.

“Our family was so happy and full of gratitude
for all the help and care she received during
her life well lived, including care received at
Friendship Haven and from her First
Presbyterian Church family,” Helen said.
“After Mom was unable to attend her church,
she worshipped in the Tompkins Celebration
Center most Sundays. She also enjoyed Bible
study, and exercise class was another favorite,”
she said.

In the same spirit of loving one another, the Burlesons and
Pollards express their gratitude for Evelyn’s care by making
gifts to Friendship Haven’s Care Trust Fund and Good
Samaritan Fund.

“Friendship Haven’s commitment to charitable care is an
important one and turned out to be a real plus for us. It was
wonderful to provide Mom the assurance that even if she
outlived her resources, she would always have a home at
Friendship Haven," said Lon.

“If anyone is looking for a place and they do their research,
they’ll find many different retirement communities out
there, but Friendship Haven stands far above the rest.
Friendship Haven is the best,” Lon concluded.

“She appreciated the loving care the staff
gave her, from doing her laundry to putting
it away and helping her shower. Receiving
weekly spa baths were a delight, plus she
enjoyed having staff pop in for a friendly
visit. Mom celebrated her 100th birthday in
the Gardens. She was adamant about NOT
having a party, but we did surprise her with
a ‘rose shower.’ Friends and family
contributed over 100 roses, each attached
with their name and greeting tag. The
bouquet was huge and after enjoying the
flowers for a day or two, the Gardens staff
helped her remove the tags for keepsakes
and deconstruct the bouquet. She gave all
the roses away to staff, resident friends and
acquaintances.

Harold and Evelyn Burleson



“We wanted to do something to honor them, and this
was a good project,” Tom said. “By the time Journeys
was being built,” he said, “Norma and I had moved to a
townhome on Friendship Circle, so we had a front-row
seat to the daily construction progress. What an
important project that turned out to be. I understand
Journeys is always at full capacity,” Tom said.

Today, there’s another important project underway
with a transformation of the Schmoker Building.

In keeping with that spirit, Tom and Norma generously
supported the construction of a freestanding building for
adult day services in 2014. The Schmoker Adult Day program
provided structured activities and a place to socialize for
adults with developmental disabilities.

“That original health center was named after Dr. Tompkins,”
he said. “He was a go-getter! He wanted nothing but the best
of everything for the residents who lived at Friendship
Haven.”

Tom and Norma were strong advocates of Journeys
and contributed to the capital campaign that helped
make that dream a reality. Their substantial gifts for
the wellness and family rooms were given in loving
memory of their parents, Walter and Irene Schmoker
and George and Lillian Somerville.

According to Friendship Haven CEO Julie Thorson,
“We were heartbroken when adult day services had to
be suspended due to the burden of COVID-19. There
has been little activity there since the beginning of the
pandemic. We’re excited for the opportunity to
revitalize the space with new programs, expanded
services and more community outreach.” 

A deep appreciation for Fort Dodge inspires Tom Schmoker to
give back to the community that has meant so much to him
and his late wife, Norma. This is where their family roots grew
deep, their business thrived, and they humbly served.

Friendship Haven is one of several Fort Dodge organizations
grateful to be touched by their generous, humble spirit.

“Fort Dodge has been good to us,” Tom said, “and Friendship
Haven is good for Fort Dodge. That’s one of the reasons Norma
and I have supported projects to expand the campus and add to
the many important services Friendship Haven provides its
residents and the Fort Dodge community.”

Another reason is their historical family connection to
Friendship Haven. Norma’s mother, Lillian Somerville, lived in
the Heritage Apartments in the early 1990s, and later moved to
the Tompkins Health Center when she needed nursing care.
Norma’s aunt and uncle also lived at Friendship Haven during
that time.

“Norma always appreciated the exceptional care they received
while living at Friendship Haven in both the Heritage
Apartments and the health center,” Tom said.

  A Reason to GiveA Reason to Give

Tom Schmoker speaking at the open house
of Schmoker Adult Day in 2014, and Norma
speaking with community members at the

same event.



Construction with Jensen Builders and Bemrich Electric started on
September 26, 2022 and will conclude before the end of the year.
Updates on the interior of the building include new flooring, new
ceiling, and removal of walls for a more spacious environment. With
a more open layout, the building will better serve the Rock Steady
Boxing program, which is designed to help those with Parkinson’s
disease build strength, gain confidence, and improve their quality of
life.

“The initial phase of our Rock Steady Boxing program has been
encouraging for our participants and their certified trainers. Since
the time we started offering the program there has been a lot of
interest from the Fort Dodge community and surrounding area. Our
hope is that with the additional space, we will be able to add more
participants from the waiting list to our classes,” said Tori Johnson,
Director of Wellness and Therapy. 

The building will also have some more general uses such as staff
training and community activities.

“Norma always thought a lot of Friendship Haven, and she received
excellent care here when she needed it. She would have liked these
new opportunities for education and community outreach. While
she was never one to expect any personal recognition, I think it will
be nice to look over at that building and see her name,” Tom mused.

A rededication of the Tom and Norma Schmoker Center will take
place in 2023.

When Tom Schmoker heard about the renovation plans, he offered
a generous gift to offset building expenses. 

 

Tori Johnson and Kourtney Condon,
two of the Rock Steady Boxing
Coaches at Friendship Haven.

When asked what inspired him to give, he said with a little chuckle,
“I thought the board might appreciate not having to come up with
the money.”

While that may certainly be true, he went on to share in all
seriousness that he wanted to do it to honor the love of his life. 

 

With construction finishing up,
Friendship Haven looks forward to

expanding Rock Steady Boxing. In
addition, Friendship Haven will

offer expanded wellness
opportunities for residents, team

members and the community.

Interested in learning more

about Rock Steady Boxing for

Parkinson's Disease? Contact

Tori Johnson at 515.573.6911 or

johnson@friendshiphaven.org



Doug Lockin, Certified Public
Accountant and Charitable Gift

Planner

Whether you’re looking to establish a legacy gift or simply
want to be more proactive with your finances, Doug
Lockin, CPA, is available to help you. In his role as a
charitable gift planner, Doug helps residents and
community donors create plans for proactive giving to
Friendship Haven and other charitable organizations of
choice. 

Time spent with Doug is provided by Friendship Haven,
always without cost or obligation to you. He will answer
your questions or help you connect with a professional who
can. He also welcomes conversations that include your
family members and/or other trusted advisors.

Please contact Denise Halverson to schedule a time to meet
with Doug, or feel free to contact him directly at

515.210.6603 or dlgiftplan@gmail.com. 

 

Sales & Tour Office
515.573.6000

Debbie Gray
Sales Counselor

Molly Schaeffer
Senior Living Advisor

If you wish to be removed from our newsletter mailing
list or change your information please call 515.573.6000

www.friendshiphaven.org

420 Kenyon Road
Fort Dodge, Iowa, 50501
515.573.6000
www.friendshiphaven.org
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